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Liv’d is a semi-annual publication produced in the Pacific Northwest, 
dedicated to the intersection of art, design, culture and how these influence 
lived experience. The publication includes contributions from professional 
artists, designers and the wise – many of whom do not participate in the 
dominant mechanisms of culture production.
Liv’d pays hommage to the inspiring and idealistic efforts of the early twen-
tieth century avant-garde, balancing the academic with the personal and 
experimental.
Issue 15.1 includes contributions responding to the following prompt:
Sherrie Levine. Such a limited prompt is deliberate, allowing for the various 
ways Levine’s work has influenced our concept of art, design, self, and issues 
still central to the lives of women. Levine, a pioneer of post-modernism, 
most notably called into question white male privilege, authenticity, and 
identity through her response to the photographs of Walker Evans. She is 
still a dissenting voice, arguably more relevant that ever. 
* N O T A F E M I N I S T *
A significant part of me wonders even now  if we have enforced too much physical 
ease into our westernized lives  The mind body balance is out of whack as it is   
Life  in reality, is struggle  We ve lost our relationship to our bodies  We ve lost our  
relationship to nature  And as women  this is even more bizarre  as we are  
recurringly reminded of what nature is - through our bodies. 
The life of a woman is intensely personal. The problems of a woman are intensely 
personal. Because the problems we face slice right to our biological, physiological 
origins. Our core and most vulnerable selves. 
Our daily fears are comprised of climates that act as invisible behavior modifica-
tions. These are not evidence of freedom. Abuse, neglect, victimization, control – 
these are not evidence of freedom. They are evidence of oppression. They’re all still 
here, a little more sneaky, and now there is more shouting. Most of us agree such 
acts are wrong. It seems to me the current dilemma is not assigning value scales  
to wrong actions, but getting those who engage in such actions to acknowledge  
what they’ve done as being wrong (including the complicit). I would much prefer  
it if villains just claimed their villanousness. 
[ E D I T O R ]
Meredith James
In Buddhism, the teachings 
are regularly challenged 
through inquiry and practice. 
I subscribe to this effort. 
Or in the words of 
Eve Ensler, change the verb.
My argument is not to destabilize or aggravate existing structures. I have no interest 
whatsoever in mastering patriarchy / changing the system from within. My argument 
is to step outside of the entire paradigm altogether. Shake it off.
My proposition is not new. The claims made by Virginia Woolf over a half a century 
ago are highly in line. To have enough money, and a safe space to live, what sorts of 
genius could be produced? What sorts of ideas, not bound by existing frameworks 
could develop? The question is inspiring. 
There is a balance that must be struck between measuring external information 
against lived experience, and allowances for empathy. Don’t ever accept what some-
one else tells you on face value – critical inquiry is crucial. But this must be tempered 
with empathy for others. An acknowledgment that my specific lived experience and 
perceptions are different from yours, and allowing these differences to exist. I should 
not have to defend or justify my need for social justice, because my lived experience 
tells me inequity exists. And that should be enough of an argument for you. 
And thus, the need for empathy. 
Does it have to happen to you specifically for it to be an issue that needs addressing? 
This is one of only two questions I will directly answer in my contributions to this 
publication: No.
There is something wonderful about difference. About listening. About letting some-
one else share with you their life or perspective. The wonders of discovery. Articles 
contained within this publication are written by individuals who have something 
worth listening to. None of them come from the dominant art and design mouth- 
pieces, and for this I am glad to no end.
As for me personally, I specifically and directly walk away from sex-based inequity, 
feminism, gender studies, etc., over and over again, in search of work and an identity 
not bound by these constructs. Yet other people keep forcing them into prominence. 
This is really crucial here. I choose to focus my energies on being at peace with 
myself, exploratory art and design, and laughing once in a while. Yet consistently, 
regularly, I have to fight through events related to my body and sex in order to focus 
on the life I choose to live. So, issue one of this publication is acknowledging such  
disparities, allowing them to exist, admitting the role they play (wanted or unwanted) 
in my life, and purging some relatively specific demons so I can again, move forward. 
Thank you Duchamp. As much of a prig as I think you really are, there is some laugh-
ter there. Thank you Sherrie. For reminding me that I get to choose how I see things. 
And to rekindle my sense of humor, often and quickly lost to the traumas of life. I 
don’t agree with either of you, but love that you exist.
from the
The goal isn t really to solve all of the problems of all of humanity  what a horrible idea  
We would all end up like the boneless flubs in Wall E  
Sherrie Levine reminds me to stop taking all of this so seriously. Art is, art. Design is, well
Art + Design are not bound by the rigors of the natural or social sciences. Art + Design are framed and bound only by the imagination.
subjective.
artificial
art and design follow their own rules for scholarship, these ‘ways of knowing’ are just as valid
interesting.
perceptual.
lived.
real.
problematic.
wicked.
appropriate.
experiential.
messy.
theoretical.
tangible.
contextual.
risky.
failed.
paradigmatic.
A 'designerly' form of scholarship would be reflective of the discipline, easily moving between theory and practice.
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Contemporary artist Sherrie Levine rose to post-modern precedence in 1981 after 
the success of her literal reproductions of Walker Evans’ Depression era photographs. 
Her obvious and intentional copyright infringement toyed with ideas surrounding 
authorship, modernist agendas, and a male-dominated artistic lineage. Drawing 
upon writings by Michel Foucault, and Roland Barthes’ Death of the Author, her work 
is often viewed as an homage to the theory that encapsulated post-modernity 
(Singerman, 1994). Thirty-three years later, however, the initial shock of Levine’s 
plagiaristic works has long waned. She has incited both disgust and praise for her 
blatant reproductions of some of history’s most famous art, including works by 
demigods Marcel Duchamp, Constantin Brancusi, and Alfred Stieglitz, but it’s evident 
that Levine’s time has come and gone (Burton, 2011). All of this to say, the artist can 
no longer deliver quite the same punch she once could (Rimanelli, 1994). Yet when I 
review Levine’s work, the conceptual underpinnings present in it still reveal them-
selves today. In fact, they’re screaming at me and I can’t find solace.
Levine’s work hurls me into a particular mindset; one that forces me to confront who 
I am and the sum of all of my parts—who I’ve become and why. All of this stemming 
from mere reproductions. Levine’s photographs of photographs and appropriations 
of incredibly celebrated pieces of art—incredibly celebrated pieces of culture—lead 
me towards a somewhat depressing interpretation in relation to human authentic-
ity. Specifically, the authenticity of women, or rather a collective lack thereof. These 
reproductions remind us that we are nothing more than propagations of culture and 
that we are fiercely engaged in a constant act of appropriation, ultimately leading 
inauthentic lives in the name of appearances for the sake of others. It would appear 
as if our lives hinge on a sort of concerted cultural approval, just as the works that 
Levine reproduced were collectively deemed “good” pieces of art. 
Levine is not altering or playing with such works, nor is she interjecting her own vi-
sual properties—she is adopting them as her own verbatim (Burton, 2011). In similar 
fashion, it would appear as though women are adopting a sense of self, or rather 
femininity, based on what culture prescribes for them, verbatim. It’s nearly inescap-
able in our highly and increasingly visual world, women stare at countless curated 
images on computer screens looking for the next model to literally model themselves 
after (Berberick, 2010). The female-centric social media bookmarking site, Pinterest, 
has become a source of appropriation for women to construct their feminine essence. 
These virtual ‘pin boards’ operate as a massive catalog of what the ideal life of a 
woman should look like, creating the perfect facade of what one’s physical presenta-
tion, diet, and consumer habits should be (Gibson, 2012). It is being utilized as a tool 
to aid in an obsession over external appearances and how we will be perceived—a 
platform for incessant self-judgment to measure ourselves against. However, this 
self-judgment extends well beyond a social media site. It would appear as if we are 
consumed with and simultaneously eaten away by almost everything that exists 
outside of ourselves. We lose ourselves in light of trying to be something other than 
who we truly are. Instead of becoming ourselves, we end up becoming one another. 
We become culture. 
Mass media is perhaps the easiest to blame, overwhelmed with imagery of the ideal 
woman—she’s ultra-thin, leggy, and has never eaten a cupcake. She can rock a 
preppy J.Crew wool sweater or grungy flannel, assimilating into any form of identity 
to suit economic gain (McRobbie, 2008). She’s a fictional character and a highly 
curated external aura or persona. She’s unreal, often the product of a fanatical 
Photoshop session, and in our media driven world, these images translate into an 
aesthetic discourse surrounding the overall appearance of women. The ideal woman 
is pleasing to look at and because of her omnipresence, she’s a seemingly natural 
expectation—not only something for women to aspire to, but something they must 
be. Even non-aesthetic choices of women are culturally derivative. Personalities,  
character traits, career paths, and personal decisions all come into play, establishing 
how a woman should even behave, as externally dictated. Furthermore, it would 
seem that in order to be a real woman, she must aspire to have it all—she must be 
just as demure as she is sexy and a perfect mother who can also kick corporate ass 
(Moore, 2013).
The result of this aspiration is incredibly dangerous physically, emotionally, psycho-
logically, and even financially. Women are ultimately lead down a path full of painful 
surgeries, eating disorders, reckless spending, depression, anxiety—the list goes on 
and on (Berberick, 2010). As a woman myself, I find that we are at constant odds 
with who we are naturally from within and what culture prescribes to us as “natural.” 
As a result, we lose ourselves. This lost sense of self and authenticity ultimately de-
rives from culture and the external superficialities that are embedded within it, creat-
ing a sort of standard to which women must adhere. The lost authentic woman is not 
a new discovery. It’s an unfortunate struggle that we have dealt with for centuries. 
Historically speaking, women have only been viewed from a physical and emotional 
framework, which ultimately drives the cultural conception of what it means to be  
a woman, creating standards of femininity to be measured against. Theorist and  
philosopher Roland Barthes would argue that these cultural standards appear 
natural because of their pervasive qualities—they permeate their way into facets of 
everyday life, especially present in the media through semiotics that drive and con-
trol these particular standards within culture. These culturally dictated standards are 
what Barthes refers to as natural myths of society. In his book of collected essays— 
Mythologies—Barthes expands upon Marx’s “false consciousness” to extrapolate  
and expose the ways in which society asserts its values through the use of cultural 
signs and symbols. These conclusively govern and create meaning, shedding light  
on culture’s strong and historically rooted undercurrents.
Living in a constant state of cognitive dissonance, we are at the mercy of pre-de-
termined “natural” expectations that we must adhere to. We are placed in a box. 
We are framed. We are expected to be reproductions of the ideal and it is through 
these expectations, boxes, frames, and reproductions that we are perceived. If a 
woman deviates from this trajectory in favor of something else—something that 
feels perhaps more true—her authenticity is often met with opposition. It becomes 
questioned in relation to the external and judgment ensues. The authentic woman  
Contemporary artist Sherrie Levine rose to post-modern precedence in 1981 after 
the success of he  literal reproductions of Walk r Evans’ Depressi n era photographs. 
Her obvious and intentional copyright infringement toyed with ideas surrounding 
authorship, modernist agend s, and a male-dominated rtistic lineage. Drawing 
upon writings by Michel Foucault, and Roland Barthes’ Death of the Author, her work 
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demigods Marcel Duch mp, Constantin Brancusi, and Alfred Stieglitz, bu it’s evident 
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from mere reproductions. Levine’s photographs of photogra hs and appropriations 
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Cont mporary artist Sherri  L vine rose to post-modern p ecedence in 1981 after 
the success f he  literal eproductions of Walk r Evans’ Depressi n era photographs. 
Her obv ous and intentional copyright infringement toyed with ideas surrounding 
uthorship, modernist age d s, nd a male-dominated rtistic lineage. Drawing 
up n writings by Michel Foucault, and Roland Barthes’ Death of the Author, her work 
is oft n view d as n homage to t e theory th  ncapsulated post-modernity 
(Singerman, 1994). T irty- hr e y ars l ter, however, the initial shock of Levine’s 
pla iaristic works has lon  wane . She has incited both disgust and p aise for her 
blatant reproducti n of s e of history’ mos  famous art, including works by 
demigods Marcel Duch mp, Constantin Brancusi, and Alfred Stieglitz, bu it’s evident 
that Levine’s time has come and g ne (Bu on, 2011). All of is to say, the artist can 
no long r deliver quite the same punch she once cou d (Rimanelli, 1994). Yet when I 
r view Lev ’s work, the conce tual u de pin ings present in it still reveal them-
selv s od y. I  f t, they’re screaming at m a I can’t find solace.
Levine’ work hurls me into a particular mindset; e that forces me to confront who 
I am and the sum of all of my p rts—who I’ve becom  and why. All of this stemming 
from mere reproduc i n . Levine’s phot g phs of photogra hs and appropriations 
of n redibly celeb ated piec s of art— n redibly celebrate  piec s of culture—lead 
me towa ds a som wh dep essing i terpretation in r lation to uman authentic-
ity. Sp cifically, the authenticity of wom n, or rath r a ollective lack thereof. These 
r p ductions mind us th  we are not ing m re than pr pagations of culture and 
tha  we re fiercely eng ged in  constant act of appropri ion, ultimately leading 
i uthentic lives i  the nam  of appearances f r the s ke of thers. It would appear 
s if our lives hinge on  sort of c ncerted cultural approv l, just as the works that 
Levin  rep oduced were c llect vely deemed “good” pieces of art. 
Levine is no  a tering r playing w th such orks, no  is she interjecting her own vi-
sual properties— he is adopting them as her own verbati  (Burton, 2011). In similar 
fashion, it would appear s thou h wom n ar ad pting a sense of self, or rather 
femininity, b sed on what culture p escr b for hem, verb tim. It’  nearly inescap-
abl  in ou  highly and incre singly visu l world, women stare at countless curated 
images on ompu er screens looking fo  th  n xt model to literally mod l themselves 
aft r (Berb rick, 2010). The f male-centric social edia bookmarking si e, Pinterest, 
h s become  source of appropria io f r women o con tru t their f minine essence. 
These vir ual ‘pin boards’ operate as  massive catalog of what the ideal life of a 
wom n should look like, creating the p rfect fac de of w a  one’s physical presenta-
tion, diet, and consumer ha its should  (Gibs n, 2012). It s being utilized as a tool 
to aid in  obs ssio  over external appearances and how we will be perceived—a 
pla form for incessant self-j dgm nt t  measure ourselve against. However, this 
self-judgment ext nds ell beyond a soci l medi  s te. It would appear as if we are 
consumed with and simultaneously aten away by almo t everything that exists 
out id  of ourselves. We lo e ourselves in li ht of trying o be something other than 
wh  w  truly are. In tead of b coming ourselves, we e d up b coming one another. 
We become culture. 
Mass media is p rhaps he easi st to blame, overw elme  with imagery of the ideal 
woman—s e’s ultra-thin, leggy, and has nev r e ten a cupcake. She can rock a 
preppy J.Cr w wool swe ter r grungy flan el, assimilati g int  any form of identity 
to suit economic ga n (McRobbie, 2008). She’s a fictional character and a highly 
cur ted exte nal aur  or perso a. She’s unreal, often the product of a fanatical 
Phot shop session, an  in our m dia riven world, these im ges ranslate into an 
aesthetic disc u se surroundi g the ov rall appearance of women. The ideal woman 
is pl asing t  look at and b cause of her omniprese ce, she’s a seemingly natural 
exp ctation—no  o ly s mething f r women to aspir  to, but something they must 
be. Ev n non-aesthetic choices of women are culturally derivative. Personalities,  
character tra ts, career aths, n  perso l decisions all com  into play, establishing 
how a woman should ven behave, as ex ernally dictate . Fur hermore, it would 
seem t at in ord r to be real woman, he must aspire o have it all—she must be 
j t de ure as she is s xy and a p rfect mother who c n also kick corporate ass 
(Moore, 2013).
The result of thi  aspi ati n is incr dib y danger us phys cally, emotionally, psycho-
logically, and even financially. Women are ultimate y lead down a th full of painful 
urg ries, eating disorders, ckless s ending, depr ssion, anxiety—the list goes on 
and on (Berberick, 2010). As a woman myself, I find hat we are at constant odds 
w th who we are aturally f om ithin and what culture pre cribes to us as “natural.” 
As a result, we lo e ourselv s. This lo t sense of self and a thenticity ultimately de-
rives f om culture nd th  external superfici liti s that are embedded wi hin it, creat-
ing a so t f standard t  which women must adhere. The lost authentic woman is not 
a ew discovery. I ’s n unfor una  s ruggle that we hav  dealt with for centuries. 
Historically speaking, w m n have o ly been viewed from a physical and emotional 
fr mework, w ich ltimately drives th cultural concep ion of what it means to be  
a woman, cre t g an ards of femininity to be measured against. Theorist and  
philosop er Roland B r  would argue th t the e cultural standards appear 
natural beca se of th ir pervasiv  qualities—th y p rmeate heir way into facets of 
veryday life, sp cially present in the medi  th ough semiotics that drive and con-
trol these parti ar standar s within cult re. These ulturally dictated standards are 
what Ba hes refers to as natural my hs of ocie y. In his book of collected essays— 
Mythologies—Barthes expands up n Marx’s “fal e consciousness” to extrapolate  
and expose he way in whic  society ass r s its values through the use of cultural 
igns and symb ls. These conclusiv ly govern and create meaning, s edding light  
on culture’s str ng a histo ically rooted undercurrents.
Living in a constant st te of cog itive dissonance, we ar  at the mercy of pre-de-
t rmined “natural” expectations that w  must adhere t . We are placed in a box. 
We are framed. We are expected o be rep ductions of the ideal and it is through 
these xpect tions, b xes, fr mes, and reproductions th t we are perceived. If a 
woman deviates from thi  tr jectory in favor of somet ing else—something that 
f els p rhaps mo tru —her au henticity is often m t with opposition. It becomes 
questione  in r lation to the xternal and judgment ensues. The authentic woman  
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is diminished, criticized, and scoffed. She is rarely celebrated and I often wonder if 
she can even truly exist because of the mythology that surrounds femininity and 
what it means to be a woman by today’s standards.
While I must digress, there have been some changes in the ways in which women  
are being perceived and this is surprisingly true in mass media. Increasingly, women 
of Hollywood have begun contesting unrealistic expectations physically and other-
wise. Several female comedians, actresses, singers, and songwriters have blazed a 
trail, rejecting popular culture’s standards, planting seeds for what could perhaps 
be an authentic woman. It appears that more and more women in the Hollywood 
spotlight are fully embracing who they are and being unapologetic about it, even 
if they are met with harsh criticism in doing so. Most notably is actress and writer, 
Lena Dunham. Dunham has fallen under an immense amount scrutiny not only for 
her controversial television series, Girls, but also her physical appearance and weight. 
Girls has been frequently criticized and labeled as Sex and the City for ugly people. In 
regards to Dunham herself, radio host Howard Stern has called her “a little fat girl 
who kind of looks like Jonah Hill, and she keeps taking her clothes off, and it kind of 
feels like a rape.” Despite such incredibly brutal criticism, Dunham frequently pres-
ents herself in such a manner that subverts cultural standards of beauty, and she 
does it to make a clear point about these standards (Giridharadas, 2013). Perhaps 
more importantly, she does it for herself.
However, there are instances of self-assurance and acceptance present in popular 
culture that feel like a somewhat hollow fantasy. Take for example singer Meghan 
Trainor’s “All About That Bass” (2014). The song is a cheeky pop tune with a pre- 
tense that celebrates self-acceptance, attempting to combat issues of body image. 
However, upon hearing the sugary track, I found myself growing uncomfortable with 
the lyrics once I was able to look past the playful doo wops, pastel palette, and 
sound.
Trainor sings: 
“Yeah it’s pretty clear, I ain’t no size two ■ But I can shake it, shake it like I’m sup-
posed to do ■ ‘Cause I got that boom boom that all the boys chase ■ All the right 
junk in all the right places ■ I see the magazines working that Photoshop ■ We 
know that shit ain’t real ■ Come on now, make it stop ■ If you got beauty beauty 
just raise ‘em up ■ ‘Cause every inch of you is perfect ■ From the bottom to the top 
■ Yeah, my momma she told me don’t worry about your size ■ She says, boys they 
like a little more booty to hold at night”
At a surface level, I can agree with the song’s message—a celebration of underrep-
resented body types, raising issues in regards to the Photoshop epidemic that 
plagues our visual culture. Yet I find this so-called “self-acceptance” to be skewed, 
even problematic. Trainor’s rendition of self-acceptance isn’t even a proclamation  
of self-love for her own sake, but for someone entirely outside of herself—it’s all for 
the boys. It’s at this moment that I realize a woman's self-acceptance in our culture 
cannot benefit herself, but must benefit someone else (specifically men) and culture 
continually perpetuates this and subsequently, it remains unquestioned.
Although it is evident that self-acceptance and feminist roots have been thrust into 
the limelight of popular culture, I am left to wonder if strong females in the media 
are simply another one of Hollywood’s guises. I am led to believe that they are con-
ceived to appear a certain way to avoid criticism of those who question female repre-
sentations. It’s why I find myself struggling with the Beyoncés of the entertainment 
industry who offer a sort of pop culture feminism (i.e. Beyoncé’s song, “Flawless,” 
which utilizes Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie’s, TedTalk “We Should All Be Feminists”). 
Beyoncé’s song, like Trainor’s, also deals with ideas surrounding strongly asserted 
self-acceptance, however it still resides in the notion that beauty is an external real-
ity. In the music video for “Flawless,” Beyoncé does not look as if she just “woke up 
like this” (2014). She looks perfectly made-up and fabulous as always because she 
is Beyoncé. Yet the heart of the song promotes natural beauty and self-acceptance. 
This presentation of natural beauty versus not-so-natural appearance inadvertently 
creates an artificial anthem for self-love that I cannot take seriously. Showing these 
complexities is at best, a half-hearted step in the right direction. Self-love and au-
thenticity have become performative, and thus superficial and problematic, offering 
no real solutions. 
Following a recent trend in popular culture, self-love and authenticity are something 
to sell rather than pursue. Always has cashed in on promoting women’s confidence 
through their Run Like a Girl campaign toting the hashtag #likeagirl (2014). The 
campaign’s sentiment feels refreshing, but that feeling is short lived when consider-
ing the history of advertising, and the commodification of women and the products 
we use for economic gain (McRobbie, 2008). Ultimately, these representations 
expose a demand for authenticity in our culture, but we simply are not there yet. 
Instead, we cling to what we can, and continue to reproduce shallow representations 
of women that just happen to be slightly more “authentic” than previous examples.
As more and more portrayals of the ideal and perfect woman infiltrate our world,  
I am haunted by Sherrie Levine’s simple photographic reproductions because they 
mirror a reality I am actively trying combat. Women are not only biologically repro-
duced, and essential agents in reproduction, but I argue that we are reproductions 
of one another—of culture. I am reminded of this quote from Simone de Beauvoir’s 
book, The Second Sex: “In a woman dressed and adorned, nature is present but under 
restraint…A woman rendered more desirable to the extent that nature is more 
rigorously confined.” (1952) Realizing what I do now, I so desperately want the true 
nature of women to prevail. I don’t want to be another reproduction, yet I feel as 
though I am met with a major uphill battle in that pursuit. Who I am, how I appear, 
and what I am exposed to be is hardly ever up to me. It is superimposed upon me 
and I am left to fight it.
#
is dimin shed, criti ized, and scoffed. Sh  is r ly celebra d and I often wonder if 
she can even truly exist because f the my hology that surrounds femininity and 
what it means to be a woman by today’s standards.
While I must digress, th re hav bee  some c anges in the ways in which women  
a e being perceived and th s is surprisingly true in mass media. Increasi gly, women 
of Hollywood have begun contesting unr alistic ex ectations physically and other-
wise. Several f male com dians, actre ses, singers, and songwriters h ve blazed a 
trail, rejecting popular cultu e’s st dard , planting seeds for what could perhaps 
be an authentic woman. It appears that more and more women in the Hollywood 
spotlight are fully embracing who they are and being un p logetic about it, even 
if they are met w h harsh criticism in doing so. Mo t notably is actress and writer, 
Lena Dunham. Dunham has fallen under an immen e amou t scrutiny not only for 
her controversial tel vision series, Girls, but also her hysical appearance and weight. 
Girls has been f equently criticized and labeled as Sex and the City for ugly people. In 
regards to Dunham herself, radio hos  How rd St rn has called her “a ittle fat girl 
wh  kind of looks like Jonah Hill, and she keeps taking her clothes off, and it kind of 
feels like a rape.” Despite such incredibly brutal criticism, D nham f quently pres-
e t  herself in such a manner hat subverts cultural standards of beauty, and she 
does it to make a clear point about these stand rds (Giridharadas, 2013). Perhaps 
more importantly, she does it for herself.
Howev r, there are instances of self-assurance and acceptance present in popular 
culture that feel like a s mewhat hollow fantasy. Take for example singer Meghan 
Train r’s “All About That Bass” (2014). The song is a cheeky pop tune with a pre- 
t nse that celebrates self-acceptance, attempting to combat issues of body image. 
Howeve , upon hearing he sugary track, I found myself growing uncomfortable with 
th  lyrics once I was able to look past the playful doo wops, pastel palette, and 
sound.
Trainor sings: 
“Yeah it’s pretty clear, I ain’t no size two ■ But I can shake it, shake it like I’m sup-
posed to do ■ ‘Cause I got that boom boom that all th  boys c ase ■ All the right 
junk in all th  right places ■ I see the magazines working that Photoshop ■ We 
know that shit ain’t real ■ Come on now, make it stop ■ If you got beauty beauty 
just raise ‘em up ■ ‘Cause every nch of you is perfect ■ Fro  the bot m to the top 
■ Yeah, my momma she told me don’t worry about your ize ■ She says, boys they 
like a little more boo y to hold at night”
At a surface level, I can agree with th  ong’s m ssage—a celebration of underrep-
resented body type , raising issues in regards to the Photoshop epidemic that 
plagues our visual culture. Yet I find this so-call d “self-acceptance” to be skewed, 
even problematic. Train r’s rendition of self-acceptance isn’t even a proclamation  
of self-l ve for her own sake, but for someone entirely outside of herself—it’s all for 
the boy . It’s at this moment th t I realize a woman's self-acceptance in our culture 
cannot benefit herself, but must be efit omeone else (sp cifically men) and culture 
continually perpetuates this and subsequently, it remains unquestioned.
Although i  is evident tha  self-acceptance and feminist roots ave been thrust into 
the limelight of popular culture, I am l ft to w der if strong femal s in the media 
are simply another one of Hollywood’s guises. I am l d to believe that they are con-
ceived to appear a certain way to avoid criticism f tho e who question female repre-
sentations. It’s why I find myself struggling with the Beyoncés of the ertainment 
industry who fer a sor  of pop culture feminism (i.e. Beyoncé’s song, “Flawless,” 
which utilizes Chimamanda Ngozi A ichie’s, TedTalk “We Should All Be Feminists”). 
Beyoncé’s so g, like Trainor’ , also ls with ideas sur unding t ongly asserted 
self-acceptance, however it still r sides in the notion that b auty is an external real-
ity. In th  music video for “Flawless,” Beyoncé doe  not look as if sh  just “woke up 
like this” (2014). Sh  looks perfectly made-up and f bulous as always because she 
is Beyoncé. Yet the heart of the song promotes natural b auty and self-acceptance. 
This presen ation of natural beauty versus not-so-n tural appearance inadvertently 
c eates a  artificial anthem for self-love that I cann t take seriously. Showing these 
complexities is t best, a half-hear ed step in the right direction. Self-love and au-
th nticity hav  become performative, and thus superficial and pr blematic, offering 
no real solutions. 
Following a recent trend in popular culture, self-love and authenticity are something 
to sell rather than pursue. Always has cashed in on promoting women’s confidence 
thro gh their Run Like  Girl campaign toting the hashtag #likeagirl (2014). The 
campaig ’s s ntiment feels refreshing, but that feeling is s ort lived when consider-
ing the history of adver ising, and the comm dification of women and the products 
we use for economic ga n (McRobbie, 2008). Ultimat ly, these representations 
expose a demand for authenticity in our culture, but w  simply are not there yet. 
Instead, e cling to what we ca , and continue to repr duce shallow representations 
of women that just happen to be slightly more “authentic” than previous examples.
As more and more portrayals of the ideal and perfect woman infilt ate our world,  
I am haunted by Sherrie Levine’s simple photographic reproductions because they 
mirror a reality I am actively trying comb t. W men are n t only biologically repro-
duc d, nd essential agents in reproduction, but I argue that we are reproductions 
of one ano her—of culture. I am reminded of this quote from Simone de Beauvoir’s 
b ok, The Second Sex: “In a wom  dressed and adorned, nature is pres nt but under 
restraint…A woman rendered more desirabl  to the extent that nature is more 
rigorously confined.” (1952) Realizing what I do now, I so desperat ly want the true 
nature f women to prevail. I don’t want to b  another reproduction, yet I feel as 
though I am et with a major uphill battle in that pursuit. Who I am, how I appear, 
nd what I am exposed to be is hardly ever up to me. It is superimposed upon me 
and I am left to fight it.
#
is dimin sh , criti ized, and scoffed. Sh  is r ly celebra d and I often wonder if 
sh  can ven truly exist because f the my hology that surrounds femininity and 
hat it means to be  woman by today’s standards.
While I must digress, t re hav be  some c anges in the ways in which women  
a e be ng perceived and th s is urprisingly true  mass edia. Increasi gly, women 
of H llywood have begun contesting unr al stic ex ectations physically and other-
wise. Several f male com dians, actre ses, singers, and songwriters h ve blazed a 
trail, jecting popular cultu e’s st dard , planting seeds for what could perhaps 
be an authentic woman. It appears that more and more women in the Hollywood 
spotlight are fully mbracing who they are and being un p logetic about it, even 
if they are et w h harsh cri icism in doing so. Mo t no ably is actress and writer, 
Lena Dunham. Dunha  has fallen under an immen e amou t scrutiny not only for 
her controversial tel vi ion series, Gir s, but also her hysical appearance and weight. 
Girls has been f equ ntly criticize and labeled as Sex and the City for ugly people. In 
egards t  Dunham herself, radio hos  How rd St rn has called her “a ittle fat girl 
wh  kind of looks li  Jonah Hill, and she keeps taking her clothes off, and it kind of 
fe ls like a ape.” Despite such incredibly brutal criticism, D nham f quently pres-
e t  herself in such a manner hat subverts cultural standards of beauty, and she 
does it to make a cle r point about these stand rds (Giridharadas, 2013). Perhaps 
more importantly, she does it for herself.
Howev r, there are i stances of self-assurance and acceptance present in popular 
culture that feel like a s mewhat hollow fantasy. Tak  for example singer Meghan 
Train r’s “All About That Bass” (2014). The song s a che ky pop tune with a pre- 
t nse that cel brates self-acceptance, attempting to combat issues of body image. 
Howeve , upon hearing he sugary track, I found myself growing uncomfortable with 
th  lyrics once I was ble to l ok past the playful doo wops, pastel palette, and 
sound.
Trainor sings: 
“Yeah it’s pr tty clear, I ain’t no siz two ■ Bu I can shake it, shake it like I’m sup-
posed to d  ■ ‘Cause I got that boom boom that all th  boys c ase ■ All the right 
junk in all th  right plac ■ I see the magazines working that Photoshop ■ We 
know that shit ain’t real ■ Come on n w, make it stop ■ If you got beauty beauty 
j st raise ‘em up ■ ‘Caus  every nch of you is perfect ■ Fr  the bot m to the top 
■ Yeah, my momma she told me don’t worry about your ize ■ She says, boys they 
like a little more boo y to hold at night”
At a surface level, I can agree with th  ong’s m ssage—a celebration of underrep-
resent d body type , raising issues in regards to the Photoshop epidemic that 
plagu s our visual cultur . Yet I find this so-call d “ elf-acceptance” to be skewed, 
even problematic. Train r’s rendition of self-accept nce is ’t even a proclamation  
of self-l ve for her own sake, but for someone ntirely outside of herself—it’s all for 
the boy . I ’s at this moment th t I realize a woman's se f-acceptance in our culture 
cannot ben fit herself, but must be e t omeo e else (sp cifically men) and culture 
continually perpetuates this and subsequently, it remains unquestioned.
Although i  is evid nt tha  self-accep ance and feminist roots ave been thrust into 
the imelight of popular culture, I am l ft to w der if strong femal s in the media 
are simply another one of Hollyw od’s guises. I am l d to believe that they are con-
ceived to appear a certain way to avoid criticism f tho e who question female repre-
sentation . It’s why I find myself struggling with he Beyoncés of the ertainment 
industry who fer a sor  of pop culture feminism (i.e. Beyoncé’s song, “Flawless,” 
which utilizes Chimamand  Ngozi A ichie’s, TedTalk “We Should All Be Feminists”). 
Beyoncé’s so g, ike Trainor’ , als  ls wi h ideas ur unding t ongly asserted 
self-acceptanc , however it still r sides in the otion that b auty is an external real-
ity. In th  music video for “Flawless,” Beyoncé doe  not look as if sh  just “woke up 
like this” (2014). Sh  looks perfectly made-up and f bulous as always because she 
is Beyoncé. Yet the heart of the song promotes n tural b auty and self-acceptance. 
This pr sen ation of atural beauty versus not-so-n tural appearance inadvertently 
c ates a  artificial nthem f r self-love that I cann t tak  seriously. Showing these 
complexities is  best, a half- ear d step in the right direction. Self-love and au-
th nticity hav become performative, and thus superficial and pr blematic, offering 
no real solutions. 
Following  recent trend in popular culture, self-love and authenticity are something 
to sell r ther th n pursue. Always has cashed in on promoting women’s confidence 
thro gh their Run L ke  Girl campaign toting the hashtag #likeagirl (2014). The 
campaig ’  s ntiment feels refreshing, but that f eling is s ort lived when consider-
ing the history of adver ising, a d the comm ification of women and the products 
we use f r economic ga n (McRobbie, 2008). Ultimat ly, these representations 
expose a demand for authen icity in our culture, but w  simply are not there yet. 
Instead, e cling to wha  we ca , and continue to repr duce hallow representations 
of women that just happen to be slightly more “authentic” than previous examples.
As more and more portrayals of the ideal and perfect woman infilt ate our world,  
I am haunted by Sherrie Levine’s simple photographic reproductions because they 
mirror a reality I am actively trying comb t. W men a  n t only biologically repro-
duc d, nd essen ial agents in r production, but I argue that we are reproductions 
of one ano her—of cul ure. I am reminded of this quote from Simone de Beauvoir’s 
b ok, The Second Sex: “In  wom  dress d and adorned, ature is pres nt but under 
restraint…A woman r ndered more desirabl  to the ext nt that nature is more 
rigorously confined.” (1952) Realizing wh t I do now, I so desperat ly want the true 
nature f women t  prevail. I don’t want to b another reproduction, yet I feel as 
though I am et with a major uphill battle in t at pursuit. Who I am, how I appear, 
nd what I am exposed be is hardly ver up to me. It is superimposed upon me 
and I am left to fight it.
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is dimin sh , criti ized, and scoffed at. She is rarely cel brated and I often wonder 
if she can even tr ly exist bec use f the mythol gy that surrounds femininity and 
hat it means to be  woman by today’s standards.
While I must di ress, re hav be  some c anges in the ways in which women  
a e be ng perceived and th s is urprisingly t ue mass edia. Increasi gly, women 
of H llywood hav  begu contesting unr al stic ex ectations physically and other-
wise. Several f m le com dians, actre ses, singers, and songwriters h ve blazed a 
trail, jecting popular cultu e’s st dard , planting seeds for what could perhaps 
be n authentic woman. It appears that more and more women in the Hollywood 
spotlight are fully mbracin  who they are and being un p logetic about it, even 
if they are et w h harsh cri i ism in doing so. Mo t no ably is actress and writer, 
Le a Du ham. Dunha  has fallen under a  immen e amou t scrutiny not only for 
her controversial tel vi ion series, Gir s, but also er hysical appearance and weight. 
Girls has b en f equ tly criticize and labeled as Sex and the City for ugly people. In 
egards t  Dunham herse f, radio hos  How rd St rn has called her “a ittle fat girl 
wh  kind of looks li  Jonah Hill, and she keeps taking her clothes off, and it kind of 
f ls ike a pe.” Despite such incredibly brutal criticism, D nham f quently pres-
e t  her elf in such  m nner hat subverts cultural standards of beauty, and she 
does it to make a cle r point about these stand rds (Giridharadas, 2013). Perhaps 
mor  importantly, she does it for herself.
Howev r, there are i s s of lf-assurance and acceptance present in popular 
culture that feel li  a s mewhat hollow fant sy. Tak  for example singer Meghan 
Train r’s “All About That Bass” (2014). The song s a che ky pop tune with a pre- 
t nse hat cel brates self-acceptance, atte pting to combat issues of body image. 
Howeve , pon hearin  he sugary track, I found myself growing uncomfortable with 
th lyrics once I was ble to l ok pas the playful doo wops, pastel palette, and 
sound.
Trainor sings: 
“Yeah it’s pr tty clear, I a n’t no siz two ■ Bu I can shake it, shake it like I’m sup-
posed to d  ■ ‘Caus I got that boom boom that all th  boys c ase ■ All the right 
junk in all th  right plac ■ I see the magazines working that Photoshop ■ We 
know that shit ain’t real ■ Come on n w, make it stop ■ If you got beauty beauty 
j st raise ‘em up ■ ‘Caus  every nch of y u is perfect ■ Fr  the bot m to the top 
■ Yeah, my m mma she told me don’t w rry about your ize ■ She says, boys they 
l ke a little more boo y to hold at night”
At a surface level, I can agree wi h th  ong’s m ssage—a celebration of underrep-
resented body ype , raising issues in regards to the Photoshop epidemic that 
plagu our visual cultur . Yet I find this so-call d “ elf-acceptance” to be skewed, 
even problematic. Train r’s rendition of self-accept nce is ’t even a proclamation  
f elf-l ve for her own ak , but for someone ntirely outside of herself—it’s all for 
th  boy . I ’s at this moment h t I realize a woman's se f-acceptance in our culture 
cannot ben fit herself, but must b fit omeo else (specifically men). Culture 
contin ally perp tu te this and subsequently, it remains unquestioned.
Although i  is vid n  tha  self-acc p ance and feminist roots ave been thrust into 
the imelight of popular culture, I am l ft to w der if strong femal s in the media 
are simply another one of Hollyw od’s guises. I am l d to believe that they are con-
ceived to appear a certain way to avoid criticism f tho e who question female repre-
sentations. It’s why I find myself struggling with the Beyoncés of the ertainment 
industry who fer a sor  of pop culture feminism (i.e. Beyoncé’s song, “Flawless,” 
wh  utiliz s Chimamand  Ngozi A ichie’s, TedTalk “We Should All Be Feminists”). 
Beyoncé’s so g, ike Trai or’ , als  ls wi h i eas ur unding t ongly asserted 
elf-accepta c , however it s ill r sides in the otion that b auty is an external real-
ity. In th  music video for “Flawless,” Beyoncé doe  not look as if sh  just “woke up 
ike this” (2014). Sh  looks perfectly made-up and f bulous as always because she 
is Beyoncé. Yet the heart of the song promotes n tural b auty and self-acceptance. 
This pr sen atio  of atural be uty versus not-so-n tural appearance inadvertently 
c ates a artificial nthem for self-love tha  I cann t tak  seriously. Showing these 
compl xities is  best, a half- ear d step in the right direction. Self-love and au-
th nticity hav b come performative, and thus superficial and pr blematic, offering 
no real solutions. 
Following  recent trend in popular culture, self-love and authenticity are something 
to sell r ther th n pursue. Al ays ha ashed in on promoting women’s confidence 
thro gh their Run L ke Girl c mpaign toting the hashtag #likeagirl (2014). The 
campaig ’  s ntiment feels refr shing, but that f eling is s ort lived when consider-
ing the history of adver ising, a d the comm ification of women and the products 
w use f r economic ga n (McRobbi , 2008). Ultimat ly, these representations 
expose a demand for authen icity in our culture, but w  simply are not there yet. 
I stead, e cling to wha  we ca , and continue to repr duce hallow representations 
of women that just happen to be sl ghtly more “authentic” than previous examples.
As more and more portrayals of the ideal and perfect woman infilt ate our world,  
I am haun ed by Sherrie Levine’s imple photographic reproductions because they 
mirror a reality I am actively try ng comb t. W men a  n t only biologically repro-
duc d, d essen ial agents in r p oduction, but I argue that we are reproductions 
of on  ano er—of cul ure. I am r mind d of this quote from Simone de Beauvoir’s 
b ok, The Second Sex: “I   wom  dr ss d and adorned, ature is pres nt but under 
restraint…A woman r dered more desirabl  to the ext nt that nature is more 
rigorously c nfined.” (1952) Realizing wh t I do now, I so desperat ly want the true 
nature f women t  prevail. I don’t want to b another reproduction, yet I feel as 
though I am et with a maj r uphill battle in t at pursuit. Who I am, how I appear, 
nd what I am exposed be is hardly ver up to me. It is superimposed upon me 
and I am left to fight it.
#
Dear Meredith,
 
Not today. Any day but today. Time is running out. Sherry Levine (read 
Post-Modernism) ceases to matter when you are losing a loved one. What is 
Art and/or the Great Unknown? What, after all, is appropriation’s value 
in light of such questions? Each contradiction amplified by anticipation 
of this loss. So, what denotes a life? Which lens will focus? What frames 
the bitter taste? Lemon. Peppermint. These come to mind.
 
The last time I saw you, Des: Picture perfect. July. Salmon-colored 
cotton. Bourbon. Secrets on rooftops. Spiders. Wind. Cigarettes. Shame. 
The Last Best. The echo of a shutter releasing to catch light’s writing 
is still ringing in my ears.
 
This is a photograph—sans Levine’s sleight of hand—a copyright. This is 
mine. I am claiming it with my frame.
 
But.
 
How else will I remember you, Des? This picture of a picture of a spec-
ter is my fleeting loving memory in hand. Charlatan pixels mimicking a 
process, in the process of becoming, which is to say imitating life. A 
document. Will it stand in for __ __ __ __ and change my perspective, 
thereby offering some semblance of what you gave? In parts.
 
And.
 
If you take it for yourself is it yours to give away in the name of Art/
Americanisms/Sherry Levine? Is it only the thought that counts, Mother? 
If you pray to a god-not-your-own is it still a prayer? Where does Art 
happen? Is a picture of a picture merely a sign pointing? (You are here.) 
If you can’t un-ring a bell can you re-ring it? Not again, but over?
 
No.
 
Maybe.
 
Perhaps there is value, another assertion, in the thin veneer of re-
packaging. Perhaps the primacy is less about consumption and more about 
resilience. It is possible that the time spent listening, looking, seeing 
is meaning. Will you see what I see? To honor the source by claiming its 
frame, this too is enough. Nobody was looking but me. 
 
Respectfully,
Lisa
For D E S 
In loving  memory.
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nor novel, but she understood the value of specialization 
by defining herself within a specific market. 
   E L I Z A B E T H  T I M O T H Y        
The South Carolina Gazette 
Elizabeth Timothy, her husband, and their four children  
arrived in Philadelphia in 1731 to set up a to set up a  
“Publick [sic] French School” (Demeter, 1979). The school 
was successful, but it was Timothy’s husband, Louis’s  
ability to read and write in multiple languages that drew 
Benjamin Franklin to the Timothy family. Franklin and 
Timothy’s husband arranged a six-year franchise contract 
to revive the South Carolina Gazette, a weekly newspaper in 
Charleston, South Carolina in 1733.
In 1738, Timothy’s husband still had one year left in his 
six-year contract with Franklin before they could renew 
terms or choose to part ways, but unfortunately, that was 
the year he died. Timothy assumed control of the paper 
and fulfilled the final year of the contract. In her new role, 
we see an excellent example of steadfastness and the  
ability to mix motherhood with business: she understood 
that if she could successfully keep the Gazette running  
she had a chance to purchase the paper outright from 
Franklin in a year and thus, ensure the ability to provide  
for her family in the long term. 
Years later, Franklin wrote about Timothy’s management: 
“On her husband’s decease, the business was  
continued by his widow, who being born and bred  
in Holland, where, as I have been informed, the 
knowledge of accompts [sic] make a part of female 
education, she not only sent me as clear a state 
as she could find of the transaction past, but 
continued to account with the greatest regularity 
and exactitude every quarter afterwards, and  
managed the business with such success that she 
not only brought up reputably a family of children 
but at the expiration of the term was able to  
purchase of me the printing-house and establish 
her son in it” (Demeter, 1979).
Ever the progenitor of new ideas, as early as 1746, Timothy 
opened a stationery and book store adjacent to the Gazette 
to further develop her business while staying in close prox-
imity to her (then) son’s printing house. In 1757, she died. 
   E A R L Y  W O M E N  P R I N T E R S       
By Sarah McCoy
The lives of women in the American Colonies were fraught 
with hardship. It was not uncommon for women to be 
widowed at a young age by the one person who, in many 
cases, gave them financial stability and a place in society. 
At the same time, these women were raising children and 
sometimes also keeping an existing business afloat. As 
such, certain essential characteristics were found in these 
women, characteristics such as challenging traditional 
gender roles, industriousness, shrewdness, and forward- 
thinking approaches to the kind of security they wanted  
to procure for themselves and their families. 
The early colonial print shop was most commonly a family 
endeavor, started by a father and son, or sets of brothers 
(such as the Bradfords, Franklins, and even as early as the 
Incunabula period, with Peter Schöffer and Johann Fust). 
Since the early 15th century, however, women worked as 
printers, typesetters, type casters, punch cutters, type 
drafters and type designers, albeit predominantly out of 
necessity (Demeter, 1979). Many of the women discussed 
here were unknown until they married or after they contin-
ued an existing business in the event of a partner’s death. 
In light of their unexpected hardship, these women were 
concerned (like many contemporary working mothers) 
with securing provisions for their young family and main-
taining whatever small income they could for a continu-
ance. The weight of daily survival was constant, as many 
buried their own children who had succumbed to diseases 
and early deaths. These women faced the seriousness and 
hardness of life with intense focus and perseverance.
   E L I Z A B E T H  G L O V E R         
Origins of the Harvard University Press
According to Joseph Blumenthal’s landmark text, The Printed 
Book in America, the first woman involved in printing in the 
United States was Mrs. Elizabeth (Harris) Glover. Glover and 
her husband were from Surrey, England. He was a noncon-
forming minister who sought new freedoms to print reli-
gious materials for the colonies, and so they set out across 
the Atlantic. He unfortunately died en-route, but Glover 
carried on. With five children by her side, and aided by her 
husband’s technician, Stephen Daye (who composed type 
Timothy enjoyed privilege as the wife of a prominent and 
wealthy publisher, which was rare for many women of the 
time. Her association and friendship with Franklin was also 
a benefit to the family’s business development. Despite 
these advantages, she was after all, the first woman in the 
American Colonies to actually own and publish a newspaper. 
Timothy was also able to influence the dissemination of 
knowledge, define cultural attitudes and religious thought 
throughout the early colonies. Author Richard Demeter 
writes that, “Besides establishing Timothy’s role as a popu-
larizer in the widest sense, a representative sampling of 
her imprints offer a unique glimpse into some of the less 
familiar areas of colonial history: the early reaction against 
Methodism, the smallpox inoculation controversy, and the 
theological disputes to George Whitefield’s visit to America” 
(1979). We can also see from the writings of Franklin that 
Timothy was attuned to the interests and tastes of her 
readers—defining and introducing topics to her audience. 
She sought to maintain an ethical standard in her work by 
printing information and opinions that would have been 
popular, as well as those provocative and noteworthy. She 
was careful to allow all perspectives in her paper, while 
herself remaining neutral. Thus creating a balanced news-
paper and maintaining readership. Timothy and Franklin 
were both aware of the consequences of printing contro-
versial work, but knew that doing so was a virtuous stance 
worth the risk.
   A N N  S M I T H  F R A N K L I N       
Rhode Island, Early Efforts
Benjamin Franklin, ever the entrepreneur, was also con-
nected to the colony’s first female newspaper editor, Ann 
Smith Franklin. Franklin, sister-in-law of Benjamin (mar-
ried to his older brother James) was born in 1696 and 
published Rhode Island’s Newport Mercury in 1758. She was 
the first woman to write an almanac, and the first woman 
inducted into the University of Rhode Island’s Journalism 
Hall of Fame. Together with husband James, Franklin also 
published the first newspaper, The Rhode Island Gazette. 
Franklin was widowed at the young age of 39 with three 
young children to support, and two children having preced-
ed her in death. Like other notable women before her, she 
petitioned the General Assembly of Rhode Island, seeking 
to continue the printing house that was in her husband’s 
but was barely literate), Glover successfully set up a press 
in Cambridge, Massachusetts (Blumenthal, 1989). Glover’s 
first issued work was a printed broadside, and a small Al-
manac entitled, The Freeman’s Oath (Harvard Library, 2013). 
Her most ambitious and difficult work was a five by seven 
inch, 300-page rough paraphrase of the Psalms entitled, 
Bay Psalm Book. 
Her printing life was cut short by her death in August of 
1643. While the body of her printed work is relatively small, 
she was able to remain steadfast to her goal of a thriving 
print shop and laid much of the groundwork for the future 
Harvard University Press. It was only after her death that 
second husband Henry Dunster inherited her printing 
press, plates, and paper, and effectively bridged Glover’s 
pioneering efforts with the Harvard Corporation.
In 1913 (over two-hundred and fifty years later), the Har-
vard Corporation established the Harvard University Press. 
The University Press has since gone on to publish many 
works from luminaries such as T.S. Eliot, Igor Stravinsky, 
and Leonard Bernstein, to name but a few. Only through  
Glover’s perseverance of forging ahead to a new land 
(without any certainty) to establish her press, was this 
literary foundation laid; quite an accomplishment for just 
one small brave woman.
   D I N A H  N U T H E A D         
A First for the Colonies
Dinah Nuthead was one of the most well-known early wom-
en printers. She was based in the Province of Maryland and 
is believed to have been the first woman ever to be licensed 
as a printer in the thirteen colonies. 
Nuthead lived in St. Mary’s City, printing standard legal and 
clerical government work. She was illiterate, and how she 
understood enough of the business to typeset or whether 
she possibly employed someone who did, we don’t know. 
But, she did know enough about her abilities and limita-
tions to know that she could print commercial and legal 
forms with relatively little need for literacy and still have 
steady work. 
In 1696, Nuthead petitioned the Maryland General Assem-
bly to grant her a license to print all bonds, bills, and war-
rants of attorney. She paid £100 to be granted the license 
to print (Demeter, 1979). Her work was neither glamorous 
name. She was awarded the contract and became the 
General Assembly’s official printer to the colony, a position 
she held until she died. Her children worked with her, son 
James Jr. running the operation of the presses, and daugh-
ters Mary and Elizabeth typesetting text. It was said that 
her daughters were correct and quick compositors at the 
case; they were sensible and amiable women (Thomas, 
1874). 
While she printed official colonial work, Franklin continued 
to explore entrepreneurial possibilities by supplementing 
her income through printing sermons, and popular British 
novels. Franklin’s most notable work was compiling and 
publishing five editions of the Rhode Island Almanac, for the 
years 1737-1741. At the age of sixty-five she gave much  
of her business responsibilities to son James Jr. and took 
on printer Samuel Hall (a former son-in-law) as a partner, 
under the imprint “Franklin & Hall.” She died in 1763. 
While the work Franklin published was predominantly 
conventional, utilizing women in the print shop was not.  
As stated, her daughters were as industrious and courte-
ous as their mother, facts known throughout the colonies. 
Franklin’s many years of publishing resulted in a large 
body of printed works. She was integral to the circulation 
of intellect and overall colonial culture of the day.
   M A R G A R E T  D R A P E R         
Multiple Viewpoints
The boldness of early printer Margaret Draper, may have 
come from the fact that she— “in her own right—was in 
direct lineage from the earliest printing family in the Amer-
ican Colonies. She was a descendant of Samuel Green, the 
first official printer of the Massachusetts Bay Colony” (De-
meter, 1979).  As publisher of The Massachusetts Gazette, she 
reminded many of her editorial adversaries of the responsi-
bilities of the press to print contentious points of view, 
even if they didn’t agree with the commonly rising Patriot 
perspective. She faced much opposition for her fair treat-
ment of the Loyalists. Such steadfastness in the face of 
guaranteed backlash is not easy but necessary for freedom 
of thought. 
From surviving documents, it isn’t until this later point in 
Goddard’s life that she developed an interest in printing 
and editing. How and why remain a mystery, and how she 
received her experience prior to setting up a press is un-
known. In this rare instance for a colonial woman, Goddard 
had the desire and the means to do so: a sound education, 
the capital to finance, and a curiosity for intellectual de-
bates and discussions. The creation of a newspaper was a 
natural choice.
Goddard was an active printer/publisher all the while  
encouraging children William and Mary Katherine in their 
endeavors to develop newspapers such as the Pennsylvania 
Chronicle, The Maryland Journal, and later The Baltimore Adver-
tiser. Throughout his time as a publisher, William was  
engaged in several political and personal confrontations. 
Goddard is noted as sending several admonishing and 
encouraging letters to her son, reminding him of his princi-
pled duty to live at peace with his fellow man (Goddard, 
1770). She writes:  “But remember, we are not under 
the old law of retaliation, an eye for an eye, 
etc. forever blessed by our gracious Redeemer, who 
has abrogated it, and substituted a much more glo-
rious one in its place, no less than the law of 
universal love…Above all you will see a few unre-
served sentiments of a parent extremely desirous 
of your present and future happiness, and how  
incorrect and unconnected they appear, I yet am 
satisfied they will meet with kind reception, as 
the design is to promote love of God, and benevo-
lence among men. That you may taste the unspeak-
able comforts that flow from a life of peace and 
purity, and live on the glorious expectations that 
attend, that the spirit of universal love may ever 
be the ruling passion of your soul, it is un-
feigned and urgent prayer of your ever affection-
ate mother, Sarah Goddard” (Goddard, 1770). 
Goddard’s moral convictions drove much of her paper’s 
content, as we see with her expressed opposition to the 
Stamp Act. She utilized her pages as a place to educate  
her audience about constitutional issues and policies, and 
very clearly presented information and opinions about 
taxation and representation, and their subsequent conse-
quences for the local townsfolk.
   S A R A H  U P D I K E  G O D D A R D       
Skill and Convictions
Next, we turn to the indisputable Sarah Updike Goddard. 
Born around 1700 in Cocumscussuc, Rhode Island, her 
grandfather was a German immigrant who had settled in 
Long Island in 1635. Goddard’s upbringing was advanta-
geous to the life she would eventually lead, she was an 
excellent student, accomplished not only in general educa-
tion but in Latin, and mathematics. Goddard was also an 
active parishioner at St. Paul’s Church. 
Both her intellectual and ethical foundations found their 
way into her printing. In a notice outlined in Goddard’s 
paper to her readers she states her purpose for publishing: 
“But if after all our Endeavors to serve and 
oblige our Benefactors, we, through inadvertency, 
or Mistake, should err in Judgment, about any par-
ticular Matter, we hope to be treated with Candor: 
and trust our general Performance will be thought 
to merit such Indulgence.—For besides a Collec-
tion of all the materials and valuable News, both 
Foreign and Domestic, we shall strive to spread 
the most useful Knowledge and Instruction; such as 
will most effectually encourage the Interest in 
Religion and Virtue; Determination, not to be bi-
ased or influenced by Party principles, nor swayed 
by Bigotry…to see the Inhabitants of this Colony 
harmoniously united in the Bonds of Peace and 
Love, contending only who should most ardently 
promote Love to God, and good Will to Men: which 
laudable Spirit, we shall endeavor, through the 
Channel of this weekly Print, to encourage and 
propagate; and we trust many Persons of Piety and 
Learning, will join their Endeavors with those of 
the Public’s” (Demeter, 1979).
Goddard married in Connecticut on December 11, 1735. 
Her first child Catherine died in 1737 after only living two 
months. By 1740, she had a son (William), a second daugh-
ter (Mary Katherine), and had moved to New London, 
where they stayed until her husband’s death in 1757. In 
1762, Goddard and her children moved to Providence, 
Rhode Island to establish The Providence Gazette. 
Much of what we can take from Goddard is her intense 
conviction to print what she deemed instructive and of 
immediate importance to the Colonies’ emerging social 
and political arenas.
   M A R Y  K A T H E R I N E  G O D D A R D       
A Legacy of Printing
Goddard’s work wasn’t finished at her death, her daughter 
Mary Katherine continued printing and went on to become 
Baltimore’s first Postmaster in 1775. At the time, her  
post office was the busiest in the nation. Mary eventually 
found fame for publishing the first certified copy of the 
Declaration of Independence in January of 1777, including 
the signatures of all state delegates revealed. Six months 
prior many had not wanted their signatures to be known 
since it would have been treasonous to make declarations 
against an established government (Hudak, 1978).
Even though she led a forthright life, Mary was not im-
mune to the prescribed gender roles of colonial America. 
She held her postmaster position until 1789 when she was 
removed and a man put in her place (Archives of Maryland, 
2015). The National Archives contains a letter to George 
Washington from Mary Katherine Goddard on December 
23, 1789 petitioning him to reinstate her as there were no 
legitimate grievances against her other than her sex. 
Both Goddards, Sarah and her daughter Mary, established 
a legacy of fortitude, determination, and good will towards 
their fellow man. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Colonial women printers had varied experiences and  
education, but all had hardships, and were united in their  
efforts to maintain a livelihood for themselves and their 
families. Most importantly, these women saw the value  
in disseminating knowledge, the promotion of literacy,  
and an advancement of enlightened thought to their  
readership. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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The Dismantling of an Icon
HAYDEN ROMA
Looking up towards the sky on that California summer’s day, up towards the rooftops, and into the 
branches of the plum tree in my yard, I could see them. Bodies, pink, stripped naked, hair shorn, and 
eyes gouged out with Bic pens. They were defaced and mangled, entrapped in a web of tree branches 
that swayed in the warm breeze; completely defeated. They were my Barbies, and Ken could not save 
them from me.
This was a triumphant victory; beauty in the most unlikely of places, and perhaps most importantly 
of all, my childhood stance against a toy I wanted no association with. Furthermore, it was a rebellion 
against girlhood and the feminine, for I was never a proper girl by any given norm. I played in the dirt, 
climbed trees, cut my own hair, and was proudly covered with bruises and scabs. Much to the dis- 
may of my parents, I had a track record of killing Barbies, yet the doll was still given to me on what 
seemed like every occasion possible. Considered to be my parents' last dying gasp of an attempt to 
turn me into a girl, they denied giving me toys I really wanted, such as a BMX bike, or a skateboard. 
Perhaps my parents thought just one more Barbie could save me from my natural inclination to-
wards behaving like a boy. 
Taking a stance against a girlhood I felt unfairly subjected to, I rebelled in any way I could. One of 
many insurrections was the destruction of my Barbies. I would melt their bodies, Sharpie in black eyes, 
cut off their cascading blonde locks, and pull off their gangly arms and legs. Over time, the collection 
of mutilated dolls grew. Then, one summer day, I decided to toss them up into the large tree in my 
yard. I made a game of it, launching them into the air again and again until their hairless, pale bodies 
became entangled in the branches. It would be fallacious to say I never played with dolls; I just played 
unconventionally. After all, my Barbie could be anything, couldn’t she?    
Barbie emerged as a new kind of doll in March of 1959. Contrary to baby dolls popular at 
the time, Barbie debuted as the Teenage Fashion Model, a doll that could be dressed in vari-
ous different outfits applicable to the different roles girls chose Barbie to play. Creator Ruth 
Handler claims her inspiration for Barbie came from watching her daughter Barbara dress 
up paper dolls with her friends (Mattel, Inc., 2012). Handler first unveiled Barbie to a skep-
tical market at the American Toy Fair in New York; Handler and husband Elliot had previ-
ously founded Mattel Creations in 1945, and used the company to launch the premiere of 
Barbie. 
Designed with pale skin, ruby red lips, blond hair, long legs, and a voluptuous figure, Barbie 
sparked controversy with the general public. Mattel thwarted accusations that Barbie would 
not be a suitable role model for girls by claiming that the doll could become whatever a girl 
wanted her to be; furthermore, an extension of herself (Forman-Brunell, 2001). Much of the 
doll’s appeal and success can be largely equated with the abundance of clothes, accesso-
ries, and embellishments available to purchase and adorn her with. Barbie’s world became 
the epitome of post-war consumerism, extravagantly revolving around material possessions 
and an excessive lifestyle. 
Barbie’s success generated an onslaught of famous counterparts, such as boyfriend Ken, 
sister Skipper—and adding to Barbie’s momentum-gaining controversy—“Colored Francie,” 
who debuted in 1968 as the first African-American Barbie doll. Mattel’s good intentions 
towards representing diversity were dwarfed by the use of preexisting molds for the Francie 
doll, giving her distinctly Caucasian features (Kosut, 2012). In the 1970s, Mattel later creat-
ed a line of Hispanic, Asian, and Native American dolls, yet upon their arrival, Barbie was 
already championed as a symbol that readily represented a white, privileged, heterosexual 
lifestyle and lacked credibility as another ethnicity or identity. Further complications arose 
when Mattel costumed the dolls in stereotypical ethnic clothing (Rogers, 1999), reinforcing 
myopic attitudes towards other ethnicities among the majority of Barbie consumers, who 
were Caucasian. 
The visual language of Barbie is one of artifice. Her success as the most popular toy in his- 
tory (Dickey, 1991) is evidence of white privilege, false representations of female beauty, 
and a reflection of American cultural domination. Among Barbie collectors and consumers, 
studies have shown that the white dolls are most popular, and that higher priced dolls 
marketed specifically towards collectors are predominantly white Barbies. Also noted are 
children’s preferences, such as in Islamic and Middle Eastern countries, where a doll named 
“Fulla” is sold as an alternative to Barbie. Yet, the highest demand is for the imported 
dolls—white Barbies in Americanized attire (Rogers, 1999). This is an indication of an  
apparent racial hierarchy and the overabundance of white culture and values projected 
onto different societies. Not only does the overabundance of white Barbies reinforce inter-
nalized racism, but also underpins the cultural and ethnic versions of Barbie as “exotics” 
 or “others.”  
Although Barbie may appear to have an open ended identity, her overemphasized feminin- 
ity is strengthened by societal norms constituting female beauty. The physical characteris-
tics the majority of Barbies share; i.e. blonde hair, blue eyes, fair complexions, and a nearly 
anorexic body type paired with enormous breasts have encompassed an identity and visual 
standard for the dolls. Although Barbie’s hair color, makeup, and careers have changed 
over the years, her cultural white image is permanently established as an icon of all-Amer-
ican beauty and American lifestyle. Before the emergence of Barbie, all dolls were baby 
dolls; thus the introduction of Barbie demanded a different kind of play for a doll who had a 
different kind of identity. Observing the transformations Barbie has undergone through the 
years mirrors the changing values and societal expectations about femininity and women in 
general. Barbie was designed to be desirable, and playing with Barbie often involved girls 
projecting themselves into her universe of social abundance, glamor, and ultra femininity 
(Forman-Brunell, 2001). Unlike baby dolls intended to teach motherly skills and caregiving, 
Barbie reflected an entirely different set of values and expectations about womanhood, self 
image, and gender roles. 
Mattel has claimed that the doll was never intended to be a role model (Dickey, 1991) yet 
Barbie has made her way into the home of nearly every girl in America and many overseas 
since her introduction. The doll has generated a desirable image and visual representation 
of female beauty, and the female body. Barbie, first and foremost as the Teenage Fashion 
Model, was designed to be undressed. With a plethora of clothes in her wardrobe, changing 
Barbie’s attire is a large part of playing with the doll. Difficult to overlook, is the large 
breast size in contrast with Barbie’s lack of genitals and smooth, synthetic body. It is also 
important to note Barbie’s body shape has changed over the decades; thus a reflection of 
societal preferences about women’s figures. Barbie’s physical representation aligns with 
notions that women aesthetically should be sexless, yet still use their sexuality for success, 
have little to no body hair, and maintain an exaggeratedly slim figure absent of hips and 
thighs. Literally and figuratively, Barbie is plastic. She encompasses a body capable of end-
less remodeling and redesigning, both reflecting present ideals and also shaping them. Yet, 
it would be unfair to claim that Barbie is solely responsible for women’s discontent with 
their physical attributes. Societal expectations and imagery pertaining to female beauty 
cannot be fully associated with Barbie and her universe. However, the parallels of Barbie 
and her excessive femaleness can be equated to gender norms and expectations surround-
ing femaleness both constructed partially by women and also reinforced by women. Many 
women attempt to change their looks because images of successful, sexually desirable 
women are embedded in perceptions of youth, slimness, and beauty (Rogers, 1999). 
Barbie does, however, symbolically represent a body and image that is deemed to be of 
value by Western culture. Fabricated versions of real-life Barbies are not unusual, but some-
times taken to the extreme. Valeria Lukyanova is one such woman. Known as the “real-life 
Barbie” or the “Human Barbie,” she has gained a huge following due to her surgically 
enhanced doll-like appearance. When asked about modeling her appearance after Barbie, 
Lukyanova stated in an interview, “Look, to me the Barbie doll looks perfect; it was created 
as a human idol” (Nemtsova, 2013). The twenty-nine year old model has received global 
attention for her resemblance to Barbie; standing 5’ 9.” with a 39” bust, an 18” waist, and 
33” hips. Weighing 92 lb., Lukyanova claims to not eat, and survives solely on “light and air” 
(Human Barbie, 2014). Modeling one’s image acutely after Barbie seems radically extreme, 
and Barbie’s plasticity may leave much to be desired, yet it is important to note how body 
image and appearance are a central part of Barbie as a cultural symbol and icon. 
Sociologist, Mary F. Rogers states that, “Today Western cultures provide a rich and mean-
ingful context for artifacts like Barbie—indeed, they promote the values and norms capable 
of making Barbie iconic” (1999). Barbie’s make-believe world praises appearance, ward-
robe, traditional femininity, and consumption, which are reflected in popular culture by 
television, magazines, and the internet. Messages about femininity with an overemphasis 
on dividing women from men by a presence that will never be ungendered are represented 
by the excess of Barbie’s material capital. Throughout her changes in appearance, careers, 
and roles over the decades, Barbie’s over-exemplified femininity remains intact almost as a 
form of currency. Her success in the professional world is visually emphasized by her ability 
to maintain consistent femininity, even while in masculine domains. Barbie demonstrates 
that appearance is the key to success, and her material abundance reinforces societal 
notions about women as mass consumers. 
The post-war 1950s marked the dawn of modern consumerism, due to the expansion of 
domestic markets, the emergence of the nuclear family as a feasible social unit, and the 
suburban housewife. It was a time when the market’s choice of goods and services symbol-
ized the freedom of post-war America (Nava, 1987). A consumer society began to gain 
momentum during the 1950s and 60s; when Barbie catapulted into the market’s strato-
sphere. Betty Friedan, author of The Feminine Mystique, theorizes that the rise of mass con-
sumerism can be partially attributed to women’s oppression in the post-war climate and 
the buying of products often constituted for lack of identity, purpose, and confinement to 
cultural roles (1963). Barbie embodied post-war abundance and the doll was marketed as  
a vehicle through which girls would learn the rules of conduct, as well as find their place in 
the world of consumerism (Forman-Brunell, 2001). Since her introduction, Barbie has come 
to represent a society that values material gain, especially among young women, and a 
prosperous lifestyle that is connected to social and economic class. Barbie has managed  
to encompass the white, upper class, heterosexual American dream most Americans have 
conceptualized, yet never fully attained as a reality.
The reflection of American ideals about femininity and traditional gender roles can be traced 
back to the interest in teenage sexuality that began to surface as the first wave of baby 
boomers in the late 1950s were reaching puberty (Forman-Brunell, 2001). A teenage cul-
ture existed for the first time in history, and the appreciation of youth was promoted 
through television, music, and magazines. As young women came of age, the importance  
of appearance and sexual identity became an indispensable form of credibility in society. 
Dating, or perhaps the aspiration of it, became an activity. Over seventy-five percent of 
women who played with Barbie as children pretended Barbie dated (Dickey, 1991). The  
Ken doll debuted in 1961, as the boyfriend counterpart to Barbie, yet after over fifty years, 
Barbie and Ken have never married. Barbie is and has been in a perpetual state of dating 
since her introduction. The fact that Barbie has neither married, nor had children has never 
been problematic, yet it raises some eyebrows pertaining to her sexuality over the years. It 
generates the possibility that Barbie may not be heterosexual, in spite of her marketing as 
such. In this respect, Barbie has always displayed an independence that strays from the 
codes of society’s preconceived notions of femininity. Her lavish lifestyle, suggests one of 
male privilege in a material world and her possessions demonstrate no suggestion of 
female subordination. 
Her sexual ambiguity could perhaps suggest Barbie is at a minimum, bisexual. Barbie, as  
a vehicle for fantasy has undeniably been placed alongside best friend Midge, as lovers by 
girls acting out role plays. Narratives about gender and sexuality are often innocently ex-
plored through playing with Barbie and Ken. Upon introduction, Mattel wanted to promote 
Ken as Barbie’s boyfriend, without bluntly posing the idea that she had a possible sex 
partner. Problematic was the decision on whether or not to give Ken a penis, and Mattel 
made the decision to give Ken a permanent set of jockey shorts. However, production costs 
would be cut by a cent and a half if the shorts and lump were omitted (Rand, 1995). Prob-
lem solved. Ken, like Barbie, came into the world with ambiguous genitals, and breathed 
relief into Mattel’s distress about doll parts. Furthermore, this makes Barbie and Ken’s 
sexual roles, and perhaps gender, less than certain.
Some speculation suggests the possibility that Barbie is a drag queen (Rogers, 1999). By 
the use of mainstream femininity as a masquerade, Barbie does indeed exhibit the same 
ultra feminine presence drag queens personify. Her physical characteristics, such as long 
legs, flat hips, and shimmering evening gowns suggest this possibility. In fact, the queering 
of Barbie is commonly intertwined within gay culture. Barbie has become as much of a gay 
icon as Madonna, Liza Minnelli, or Marilyn Monroe. Drag queens such as RuPaul cite Barbie 
as an influence, and many gay men are Barbie collectors and enthusiasts. In 1993, Mattel 
released Earring Magic Ken, adorned with an earring in his left ear, a sheer purple mesh  
top, bleached blond hair, and what could be interpreted as a cock ring dangling around  
his neck (Galindo, 2013). Soon after its release, the doll was deemed controversial, and 
pulled from shelves. Yet, it still managed to become the best selling Ken doll of all time. In 
rebuttal to the accusations of a gay Ken, Lisa McKendall, Mattel’s manager of marketing 
and communications offered up this statement: “We’re not in the business of putting cock 
rings into the hands of little girls” (Savage, 1993). 
Within Barbie’s manufactured, ambiguous sexuality, and the possible implication that Bar-
bie may be a representation of non-heterosexual, or even non-female, femaleness, the 
concept of her as an icon of femininity cannot be escaped. Central to Barbie’s cultural  
identity as an icon for girlhood, she is also is associated with gender deviance and rejection 
of stereotypical gender roles in children. A majority of parents begin gendering their chil-
dren even before they are born, and children themselves are active participants in the 
gendering process by means of dress, behavior, toys, and expected societal roles (Kane, 
2006). The rejection of Barbie from females inclined to tomboyism is common, yet less 
common or accepted are boys who favor traditional play associated with femininity or the 
established roles of females. Kane goes on to say that engaging in play with Barbie by male 
children contributes to arising fears that male femininity is linked to homosexuality, or that 
certain toys are capable of shaping one’s sexual orientation (2006). While many parents 
aspire to stray from enforcing traditional conceptions of gender, heterosexual fathers 
particularly play an active role in establishing dominant ideals about masculinity to male 
children. One middle class, heterosexual father commented on his son’s gender non- 
conformity by stating, “He likes pink, and I try not to encourage him to like pink just be-
cause, you know, he’s not a girl... There’s not many toys I wouldn’t get him, except Barbie,  
I would try not to encourage that” (Kane, 2006). 
Socially and culturally, there are numerous negative associations with Barbie for boys, 
however, the rejection of Barbie among girls is also widespread. In the Child Consumer’s 
Project conducted in 2006, child consumers aged seven to eleven (boys and girls) showed 
negative responses towards Barbie dolls. When asked in interviews about their experiences 
with Barbie, the destruction of the toy was prevalent. Types of mutilation varied from cut-
ting off Barbie’s hair, to burning, breaking, and microwaving (Griffin, 2006). Due to the 
cultural symbolism that Barbie represents, this often results in Barbie dolls being targeted 
as an act of rebellion and defiance against femininity. Yet, recorded accounts of doll de-
stroying are centuries old. Nineteenth century American mothers in response to changing 
cultural forces, class values, and political ideologies, would give female children dolls to 
shape and construct expected female roles within the family (Forman-Brunell, 2011). Dolls 
were used as vehicles for training in such skills as mothering, feminine socialization, and 
caregiving. Resistance towards doll play has been noted in many female children as a re- 
jection of the cultural roles and expectations placed upon them. Doll funerals often symbol-
ized children challenging parental authority, social customs that were restrictive towards 
gender, and girls desiring to construct their own notion of girlhood (Forman-Brunell, 2011).  
Just as dolls of the nineteenth century were destroyed as a deeply symbolic rejection of the 
roles of mother and wife, the destruction of Barbie bears similar relevance today. Barbie 
has taken on a distinguished importance within contemporary mass culture, bearing both 
iconic and contradictory meanings. Barbie’s representation often mirrors an individual’s 
experiences with her, yet she exaggerates aspects of our perceptions of femininity, gender 
roles, sexuality, and consumerism. Barbie’s world represents extremity in every aspect; 
plastic molded into whatever we choose it to be, yet still possessing the power to change 
with modern times and be reshaped according to circumstance. 
The dismantling of Barbie’s iconic status is essential to understanding that her popularity  
is reflective of a culture that values what she represents. It is easy to criticize Barbie, to 
disdain, and write her off as a continuously pending implication of the plasticity of Ameri-
can culture. Yet, we can learn from Barbie’s world; as her world is composed of the dreams, 
hopes, aspirations, and even failures of ours. Both the idolization and detestation of Barbie 
are important psychological, racial, cultural, and political endeavors, shaped by our own 
unique and personal experiences. Her dialogue is continuously being written and her con-
stant revision is as historically important as it is contemporarily. Barbie can be destroyed 
and then erected into new representations of power, femininity, gender, and lifestyle. 
After all, Barbie can be anything.
FUCK.
2. Sexism and Language, edited by Alleen Pace Nilsen
keywords: linguistics, inequity, power, paradigmatic axis, slut, whore, cunt, bitch, cherry, doll, mattressback, pisspallet, dog, ball-buster, piece of ass, chick, slop jar
1. The Language of Sex: Saying & Not Saying, edited by José Santaemilia
3. The Prostitute: Paradigmatic Woman, Julia Stanley
slop jar...
 “Every woman, or at least almost every woman… has, at one 
time or another of her life, charge of the personal health 
of somebody, whether child or invalid,—in other words, every 
woman is a nurse… It is recognized as the knowledge which 
every one ought to have—distinct from medical knowledge, 
which only a profession can have.
  If, then, every woman must, at some time or other of her 
life, become a nurse, i . e ., have charge of somebody’s health, 
how immense and how valuable would be the produce of her 
united experience if every woman would think how to nurse. 
  I do not pretend to teach her how, I ask her to teach 
herself, and for this purpose I venture to give her some 
hints.”
 “We know nothing of the principle of health, the positive of which pathology is the negative, except from 
observation and experience. And nothing but observation and experience will teach us the ways to maintain or to bring 
back the state of health. It is often thought that medicine is the curative process. It is no such thing ; medicine is the 
surgery of functions, as surgery proper is that of limbs and organs. Neither can do anything but remove obstructions ; 
neither can cure ; nature alone cures. Surgery removes the bullet out of the limb, which is an obstruction to cure, but 
nature heals the wound. So it is with medicine ; the function of an organ becomes obstructed ; medicine so far as we 
know, assists nature to remove the obstruction, but does nothing more.”
“Not but that these laws—the laws of life—are in a certain measure understood, but not even mothers think it worth their while to study them—to study how to give their children healthy existences.” 
N o t e s  o n  N u r s i n g  :  W h a t  I t  I s ,  a n d  W h a t  I t  I s  N o t
E x c e r p t s  f r o m
1
 “In watching disease, both in private houses and in public hospitals, the thing which strikes the experienced 
observer most forcibly is this, that the symptoms or the sufferings generally considered to be inevitable and incident to 
the disease are very often not symptoms of the disease at all, but of something quite different—of the want of fresh air, 
or of light, or of warmth, or of quiet, or of cleanliness, or of punctuality and care in the administration of diet, of each  
or of all of these.” 
F l o r e n c e  N i g h t i n g a l e
 of all my experience with the sick,
 that, after a close room, what hurts them most is a dark room. And that it is not only light but direct sunlight they want.
It is the unqualified result
 ~ Florence Nightingale, Notes on Nursing : What It Is, and What It Is Not, 1859
that second only to their need of fresh air is their need of light ;
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Sarah<Messages Contact
Tuesday
Nicole<Messages Contact
December 31, 9:35 PM
The pb ones. Unless you
like mushy. Which some
people do. I suppose it’s
a matter of taste. Haha 
Yes, mushy
How do I open the polish?
Got it.
Mom<Messages Contact
Today 7:31 PM
What should I make for 
our brunch on Saturday?!
PBS has a special on
sloths. Watching it now
Lisa<Messages Contact
Monday
Mom<Messages Contact
Today 7:31 PM
What should I make for 
our brunch on Saturday?!
PBS has a special on
sloths. Watching it now
Dianna<Messages Contact
Today 10:42 AM
Ok lady. How many of
these are there??!!
That’s it!! I’m surprised
they sent them separate.
Lisa<Messages Contact
December 23, 10:08 PM
:) or you can just 
sing songs
Well, I can always help
with food production
Jeffrey<Messages Contact
December 23, 10:08 PM
Alright. If you say so.
I’m just going to tell you
you are my favorite cousin.
Don’t tell the others.
Danielle<Messages Contact
Thursday
Lisa<Messages Contact
May 5, 1:49 PM
Wait in AB Lobby. 
So close.
Ok, I missed you. I’m now
drinking the milkshake
intended for you.
Sarah<Messages Contact
Tuesday
Sarah<Messages Contact
June 3, 7:03 AM
?
Everything ok? Did you
butt text me?
2121
2121
2121
Omg. You’re not the bus.
Nicole<Messages Contact
December 9, 10:48 PM
Fair criticism.
I don’t think you are
utilizing your sloths to 
their full potential. 
Take note.
Nicole<Messages Contact
Dec mber 31, 9:35 PM
Happy New Year
from Detroit!
And from me!
And this cat who loves
shiny things.
HNY Cat.
Mom<Messages Contact
Today 7:31 PM
What should I make for 
our brunch on Saturday?!
PBS has a special n
sloths. Watching it now
Andrea<Messages Contact
July 8, 10:54 AM
Yes.
I would even talk to you.
Is texting ok? You sound
just like me...I DO NOT
reach out when I need it
most.
Lisa<Messages Co tact
Tue 10:41 AM
What do you call a three
foot long aardvark?
A yardvark.
Don’t check your email.
Don’t do it!!
YARDVARK!
Pretending I don’t have
to work next week :)
Christ almighty. I have 
900 unread messages.
meredith jamessex-based inequity, a question set
The solipsistic individualism  
that is the foundation of western 
culture absolutely must be  
dismantled if we are to advance  
as human beings. I do not matter 
more than you, you do not matter 
more than me, and we do not  
matter more than dirt, sun, air, 
water, fire, insects, animals or 
plants — for real. To put oneself 
above all else is the definition 
of inequity. To demand change of 
others without first addressing 
yourself is the definition of  
inequity. To take what is not 
yours to take is the definition of 
inequity. This charge is directed 
at all of us — men and women and 
everything outside and in-between. 
 
Where there is imbalance, there is inequity. 
keywords: questions, inequity, female, 
complicity, wicked problem, culpability, 
sex (biological), progress traps,  
complacency, beta-test, muriel cooper,
contingencies, empathy, interdependent,
design thinking for social justice,
meredith james, #meredithjam
“... when you look at all the studies 
of happiness and wisdom and kindness, 
you can show that when people relax 
that rigid sense of bodily defined 
identity and open up to realizing we 
are all a part of the interconnected 
whole, it’s not that we lose the 
self, but we actually expand the 
self to include a much larger sense 
of interconnection. People are 
happier; they’re wiser; they’re 
healthier. Knowing that and appreci-
ating that doesn’t have to take away 
anything from us. It actually can 
enrich our lives.” (Siegel)
Symbol∞shouting
shouting
shouting
shouting
Was all that shouting just the guerrilla girls? Ugh.
still...
* T H E  H I S T O R Y  O F  F E M I N I S M  I N  S I X  L I N E S *
We need to vote.
I want to work at an office. And so should you.
Where are all the black people? The queers? Wait, what about prostitutes?
I have a vagina / cunt damnit.
Cats ? . . . sloths.
What even is feminism. The category is problematic, the assignment is problematic, it’s all problematic. 
Derrida. Nothing. Nihilism. Dead.
cats + sloths = <3
#WhyILeft#DistractinglySexy
#EverydaySexism
#YesAllWomen
In the tradition of Muriel Cooper 
rather than platitudes and polemics
I offer the following: 
Each and every difficulty a woma  faces in her lifetime – sheerly from the fact of being 
a woman – is not isolated to the actions of men. No matter how many of them are cur-
rently behaving like sociopaths. 
lack of empathy + manipulation + narcissism + charm + emotional vacancy 
I would argue that sex-based division lines have shown an entrenchment that will not 
soon resolve, and furthermore distract us from some highly important conversations. 
If we are to have division lines, empathy-apathy is more conducive to progress.
To get stuck within a problem is an uncomfortable space, to say the least. But to get 
stuck within a paradigm, this is a challenge far greater. If we cannot see the fishbowl 
we live in – nor the possibility that there are other fishbowls, other structures, other 
paradigms to invent and choose from – things will not change. It would be so tidy to 
draw neat little lines between men and women, but measured against an actual lived 
experience, this would be a deception.
The following pages include questions that are not yet resolved for me. 
Good questions   are infinitely more valuable than mediocre answers. 
A  P R O B L E M  O F  I N F O R M A T I O N
Preliminary Inquiry
Can we agree to a series of definitions and terms (sex vs gender) when discussing sex-
based inequity that help clarify the underlying issues rather than confusing them (not 
just in establishing definitions, but more so in implementing them consistently)?
problem identification
Inquiry 1
As Diane Halpern highlights, there are tens of thousands of academic documents cen-
tered around sex and cognition alone. The topic of sex-based inequity is even broader, 
and equally riddled with all sorts of biases, perceptions and conflicting theories. If Halp-
ern, a woman who has spent decades of her career on the topic hasn’t been through 
all of the material, none of us will. This is not isolated to sex-based inequity, we are 
producing such a volume of information that there isn’t yet a model in place for sifting 
through this information, analyzing its legitimacy / quality, nor is there a practice in 
place for shared intellectual effort. Digital technologies have disrupted the dominant 
information channels to such a degree that we are inundated and overwhelmed. If the 
medium truly is the message, our current message reads “good luck finding anything.” It 
is important to credit and cite authors for their specific contributions, but if we could 
let go of some individualism and tangential consumption patterns, good ideas would 
live longer. What do we do with so much data? What do we do with great information 
that crosses disciplines, or finds relevance to multiple disciplines? How can we ad-
dress contemporary needs regarding information (academically, educationally, eco-
nomically, and for our own sanity)? And, can we start valuing the categorization and 
dissemination of quality information (the conversion of information into knowledge) 
as equally (or perhaps more) important to the origination of new information? Can we 
let go of that which is unbeneficial? 
information architecture | collaboration | new applications for graphic design
Inquiry 2
How sex-differentiated brain development (biologically, circumstantially, and causally) 
influences perception. The last two decades have seen unparalleled discovery, we know 
that biology influences brain development, just as much as culture and circumstance 
do. And the brain, the center of our cognition and perception is the integral mediator 
between our internal selves and the external world. Recognizing if, how, (and to what 
degree) differences in sex shape specific brain areas and functions gives us a basic 
understanding of how the neurophysiology of men is, or could be, different than the 
neurophysiology of women, is or could be, different from the neurophysiology of the 
intersexed. Furthermore, different cognitions lead to different perceptions. We can 
agree that we have (in general) different bodies with different needs. It seems plausible 
that there would be differences between us based on sex alone regarding the mind as 
well. However, two quick corollary dangers immediately present themselves: scape- 
goating behavior on sex, and blanket assumptions on an individual because of gener-
alized findings. In what ways and to what degrees do sex differences shape perception. 
This question is actively being investigated, but we should also consider what we do, if 
and when we discover the differences are negligible? Or, we come to the conclusion 
that other factors (like say, trauma) are more influential.
cognition | neuroplasticiy | perception | experience | causality
A  C H A L L E N G E  T O  B O T H
Inquiry 3
Inequities exist based on assignment, the disconnect between how women are treated 
based on their heteronormatively perceived role as a function of biology (mother, wife, 
daughter, grandmother, stranger, threat, enemy, etc.). In this particular inquiry, ineq-
uity exists because a woman is valuated based on the category or role she fills in rela-
tion to another. This is a form of subjugation. How various women are treated different-
ly due to biologically- and socially-driven roles they play in society.
bias
Inquiry 4
From whom are we seeking liberation? Since the conception of suffrage, equality for 
women has always had silent addendums. Equality for women (with men). Women’s 
liberation (from men). Reproductive rights for women (from men). These are inaccu-
rately adversarial positions. It’s not so simple as men vs women. We can’t be separat-
ed out in such a way. There are no examples of a woman’s life experience separate 
from that of men (or vice versa). We are all too intertwined. The same goes for race and 
for economic status. We do not live in isolation. We talk about feminism as women’s 
liberation, with the silent addendum “from men” added, and often, with the latent 
assumption of that liberation being white. What about liberating women from other 
women, what about the entire web of complicity? And what about the racial, econom-
ic, or even selfish influences that pit woman against woman?
bias
A C C O U N T A B I L I T Y
Inquiry 5
This question namely deals with complicity, as few women are active perpetrators of 
crime. An example here is appropriate. The Department of Justice reports 22% of incar-
cerated rapists are married. Convicted rapists have wives. Sex crimes involve witnesses, 
bystanders, friends, family, and countless others. They are not all men. Women play key 
roles in these events. 
There is a complete lack of internalization of one’s own role in the problem.  
Inquiry 5B
Additionally, we know in rough numbers how many women in the US who have been 
assaulted or raped. We have no clue as to how many men are actually doing the as-
saulting or raping. The suggestion is that a percentage of the male population (6-15% 
of college age men) will self-report if words are chosen wisely. (Lisak) The simple real-
ity is, we don’t have any sort of quantification for knowing the scale of the problem. 
This is complicated by the fact that many men do not see their own dubious actions as 
rape. For every victim there is a perpetrator. We must ask ourselves if we truly find it 
plausible that a small portion of the male population is responsible for the vast major-
ity of the actual crime. And if in fact this is the case, what percentage of the population 
is complicit through acts such as bystanding, blaming or shaming? If the number is far 
greater, why? Why is it so important to men to have coerced or forced sex? 
Again there is a complete lack of internalization of one’s own role in the problem, for everyone 
it seems, except the victim.
Inquiry 3B
And, in a bizarre inversion, violence 
against women actually increases with 
closeness – most women know their  
attackers. Why is it that empathy  
decreases as familiarity increases?  
Or, why is it more socially acceptable  
to rape a woman than a child?
My clearest point here is directed towards 
all of the mothers, sisters, daughters, 
and female friends who are complicit in 
inequity and crime against other women. 
Women make up half of our global popu-
lation. The problem does not exist isolated 
to men.
Internalized misogyny
What happened to the Rape Survivor  
Child Custody Act?
Characteristics of imprisoned rape and 
sexual assault offenders from Greenfeld’s 
Sex Offenses and Offenders: An Analysis of 
Data on Rape and Sexual Assault
Also quoted in Flowers, Sex Crimes:  
Perpetrators, Predators, Prostitutes,  
and Victims
Repeat Rape and Multiple Offending Among  
Undetected Rapists. (Lisak and Miller) –   
Lisak and Miller are pulling from about  
10 different academic studies to get  
these numbers. To this day, we still  
haven't quantified the problem.
#YesAllWomen
Design thinking starts with 
clarification, and questions ultimately 
aimed at problem identification
 
Sex Differences in Cognitive Abilities 
(Halpern)
Where is the dislike button?
Morville on findability
See McLuhan
Lets not forget literacy rates in 
this country. The chasms of disparity 
include knowledge. What good are 
great ideas that never reach anyone 
(or only a very select few)?
There is also tremendous redundancy 
in what already exists.
Sex and the Developing Brain 
(McCarthy)
Lexias Pardais
Oh yes, this is a problem.  
It’s not my problem.
Yes, actually it is. 
Any number of schools across the nation 
are adopting affirmative consent policies - 
being met with both support and acrimony
The Real Reason Why People Resist  
Affirmative Consent Laws (Deutsch)
We all didn’t go around drinking  
bottled water fifty years ago...
Dubberly, How Do You Design? 
Meadows’ Systems Thinking is a great  
introduction to systems and their  
component parts (including how  
feedback loops operate).
What concerns me is the critique of an  
idea before implementation and the 
assumption that any reform is irreversible, 
and therefore should be entirely  
abandoned. 
Where did this assumption come from 
anyway? High Modernism? 
Sociopaths are known to be 
master manipulators and quite 
socially adept, they blend in
‘Wicked Problems’ were coined by 
Rittel and Webber in a seminal essay 
regarding planning. Wicked problems 
are incredibly difficult to approach as 
they are contextual and systemic. 
See Sweden’s prostitution reform
The built environment includes all 
man-made constructions
Like pants zippers, seriously, 
even these are defaulted for men
Transgender bathrooms are 
starting to make an appearance
See a great introduction to 
Inclusion by Design from the UK’s
CABE (Commission for Architecture 
and the Built Environment),
it includes a variety of 
perspectives to consider in design
(eg. how different people 
experience parks or bathrooms)
For a good discussion on progress 
traps, see Surviving Progress by 
Roy and Crooks
Inqury 6
What most healthy, empathic people don’t quite understand, is that those who com-
mit egregious acts present the same as those who don’t. We have a very hard time 
identifying the baddies among us. An example: how does a woman know the differ-
ence between a man who will harm her and one who won’t? Initially, both will present 
the same. And once she discovers the badness, how likely is she to be believed? The 
large quantity of male and female voices shaming, refuting, blaming and down-play-
ing sex-based crimes only muddies the waters. 
Inquiry 7
Who bears responsibility for which part of the wicked problem? And further, who is to 
be the enforcer? These questions center around the assignment of culpability and 
holding the appropriate persons responsible. It is crucial that we hold baddies account-
able, and in a way that is not orchestrated to further shame, humiliate or traumatize 
the victim. For example, what if men were to start policing themselves regarding vio-
lence against women? What if the responsibility and effort were shifted from the vic-
tim to the perpetrator?
self-policing | education | developing a language around these topics 
problem identification and clarification | contingencies and consequences
A R T  A N D  D E S I G N  P R O P E R
Inquiry 8
How the built world participates in inequity. What would our world look like if it had 
been designed and built predominantly by women, to suit the perceptions and require-
ments of being a woman? Just to imagine such a vastly different arrangement of 
things is an interesting question. I am not so much interested in answering this specif-
ic question, as to bring awareness to the implicitly sexed or otherwise biased environ-
ments, structures and social contracts that exist already and are much more easily 
perceived by “others.” For example, a first experience of mobility, transportation, archi-
tecture, environments, and spaces from a wheelchair immediately communicates a 
profound and frequent sense of exclusion. These structures were not built for me, for my 
body, nor with concern for me in mind. Inclusive design seeks to rectify this. This inquiry 
again relates to empathy, and more about meeting each other half-way. What if we 
constructed our built environment (including our built laws and social contracts) to be 
flexible, adaptable, and inclusive – to work for as many of us as possible – essentially, 
to be democratic. 
architecture | pr • id • tr design | the built space | social contracts
Inquiry 9
How the types of questions we ask pre-determine the answers. When a problem is pro- 
perly identified, the course of action is an organic, natural, and inevitable result. But 
when a problem is improperly identified, contingent other problems manifest. The un- 
fortunate consequence of not fully grasping what this means, is evident in the prog-
ress traps we have set for ourselves. Situations that have only reinforced the entrench-
ment of existing (unworkable) paradigms. We need better questions, a better under-
standing of what is happening and why, and collective efforts towards implementing 
and sustaining better ideas.
Some progress traps related to sex-based inequities involve:
Failing to recognize the individual nature of interpersonal dynamics
The scape-goating of behavior on hormone or biology
Equating promiscuity and adultery with sexual liberation
Actively seeking a panacea 
Being concerned about possible solutions before having been implemented
Failure to include voices outside of the white, heteronormative, privileged class
Incorrectly interpreting “women’s liberation” as permission for one woman to do 
whatever the hell she wants.
progress traps | improper problem-identification | course-correction | process | bias
Inquiry 10
Addressing complacency, or the daunting task of affecting change. As social construc-
tions are entirely built (and sex-based inequity is a construction), they are completely 
up for discussion, debate, revision and alteration – change is always possible because 
it is inherent to our existence. 
The interdependent system is one of the most overwhelming aspects of a problem as 
wicked as this, but is also one of the ways out. Like a virus, resolve it and all symptoms 
evaporate. If we can pull on a few golden threads – the root-level issues that propagate 
and multiply – other, ancillary issues will dissipate. 
I would consider affirmative consent a golden thread. It is no secret that college is one 
of the most likely places an American woman will be raped or assaulted in her lifetime 
(High School is not any better). Campuses across the country are starting to institute 
“affirmative consent” policies (see CSB 967), the notion that only yes means yes. It’s 
that simple. Any answer other than an enthusiastic yes is a no. Affirmative consent is 
an example of a complete, nonviolent paradigm shift, one that eliminates ambiguity. 
Victim-blaming is removed, responsibility is set on the appropriate individuals and the 
concept encourages developing a language around sex and consent, resulting in more 
clarity for everyone involved. 
Change is also possible through incrementation. This method is tried and true for prod-
uct designers, and quite possibly may be the only way we undo some of the damage we 
have collectively done. We stepped our way into many messes, step by step we can walk 
ourselves right back out of them. Incrementation is one of many processes that design-
ers use to approach problems regularly. 
Unlike the scientific method, design processes are not bound by one strict (linear) path. 
There is more room for play and mess. The beauty in such processes is their honesty 
about change, iteration, and self-awareness. Each time an effort is made, the system 
adjusts and modifies (via feedback loops). This is the antithesis of fixed – which makes 
such a process align more with the lived realities of contingencies and contexts.
I would also suggest here the notion of a beta test. A beta test is a just a test. In design 
we use beta-tests often to gain feedback in order to refine or course-correct our efforts. 
Beta-tests are not final, they are not fixed, and there is an assumption of trying some-
thing out. Regarding affirmative consent in specific and other attempts at enhanced 
quality of life for women in general, why aren’t we as a society more comfortable with 
the idea of beta-testing a concept or action? Not everything needs to originate as fixed, 
concrete and unmoving (eg. a “law” literally and figuratively).  
systems thinking | design processes | wicked problems | beta tests
Inquiry 11
This inquiry is to challenge an existing supposition that is groundless. Decoration is 
not sexed nor is it gendered. Neither is intricacy, neither is an organic form. Our global 
aesthetic lexicon includes decoration, embellishment, and the organic. See: Owen 
Jones’ Grammar of Ornament, Alphonse Mucha, Pakistani Truck Painting, Thangkas, and 
any number of other works in architecture, typography, pattern, or textile.
[ C A N N I B A L I S M ]
[ T R E A S O N ]
&
Odalisques are the intersection of men + sex + perception of women + art. What would 
that look like inversed? Where is the artwork of how women perceive men + sex? This 
is again, almost impossible to parse out as the majority of constructed society and 
culture has a predominantly white male historical influence, and we do not live in iso-
lation. But to ask the question, to envision what this might look like is an interesting 
and valuable line of inquiry (not as a challenge or response to existing or past inequity, 
such as the work of Judy Chicago, Sherrie Levine, Ida Applebroog, Guerrilla Girls), but 
as an area of study in its own right. 
studio art | form | pattern | adolf loos vs denise gonzales crisp
L E T T I N G  G O
Inquiry 12
Can we let go of our selfishness and choose courses of action that benefit the many, 
even if we ourselves do not benefit? How are crimes against women, or inequity regard-
ing women, a woman’s problem? Is it not also everyone else’s?  
problem identification | democracy | empathy
Inquiry 13
Is there a point at which we let some problems just be? In our quest to find the origins 
of or “answers” to things, and our equally futile quest to find why for everything else, 
we are missing some key questions – in many cases to things that cannot, nor should 
they be resolved. At the same time we are neglecting some key questions that enhance 
the quality of the life we do have. What if this wicked problem cannot be solved, or takes 
significant time and action to address in any meaningful way? In the meantime, we 
still live in this world together, and have to figure out how to navigate this moment. 
compassion | ethics | democracy | empathy
Inquiry 13B
Can we learn to sit with difficulty? Can we learn to sit with the questions themselves?
This again goes to the nature of life being struggle. The claim is not to abandon change, 
nor is it to acquiesce to crime and inequity. This question is a reality check on how re-
solvable some things actually are. We will never, never, never eliminate all of our prob-
lems. This foolishness must be abandoned. Which problems do we solve and which 
ones do we let just be? There are intensely destructive actions and behaviors that exist 
among us regardless of sex. Depravity is sex neutral. So is trauma. So is apathy. And 
so is cruelty.
the nature of existence | problem identification | equanimity
Inquiry 15
The questions I leave you with.
How much of our desire to hurt one another, regardless of sex, regardless of gender, 
regardless of any demographic descriptor, is based upon our own (wholly inappropri-
ate) inability to manage emotions and pain? And, how much of our desire to hurt one 
another is based sheerly on how easy it is to get away with? 
Searching for authentic 
voices in art
What death, particle physics 
and the loss of wilderness 
have in common
“Most sex offenders were not sexually 
or physically abused as children... Men 
are more likely to commit sexual 
violence in communities where 
sexual violence goes unpunished.” 
U of M citing Scully and the NSVRC)
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*Somehow, with the passage of time, and the deadlines that life imposes, surrendering became the right thing to do. ~ Randy Pausch
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